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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Sella Ronda Bike Day: mountains ask you to pedal

Bikers can start the tour from any Ladin valley around
Sella Massif, anyway Canazei is regarded as one of
most favourite access-point. At the end, a “recover”
service will collect those bikers, who are too weary to
further pedal on the passes.

All bikers would dream of riding along an
amazing road, at their full disposal. The 9th Sella
Ronda Bike Day does fulfil that dream. Surely,
bike enthusiast are not going to miss this
opportunity. Not by chance, more than 20
thousand bikers took part to last two editions of
Sella Ronda Bike Day, all riding up and down
along mountain roads (closed to traffic from
8.30 am to 3.30 pm) connecting four passes:
Sella, Pordoi, Gardena and Campolongo. An
unforgettable panoramic tour across the majesty
of Dolomites landscape, the scent of woods and
the silence of nature. Bikers must just abide by
very few rules: reducing their speed (as people
of all ages, included children, will be on the
road), wearing a crash helmet and preferring the
anticlockwise route.

Milky delights
Pozza di Fassa
10.30 am - Malga Aloch. In the lovely location of a
mountain farm, guests will discover the way milk
turns into genuine cheese. An ideal experience for
children and families, but not only.

The sawmill
Canazei
10.00-12.00 am and 3.00-7.00 pm - Strèda de
Ciamp Trujan, Penia."La Sia" is an ancient, but still
working Venetian sawmill. It is definitely worth a visit.

Pederiva’s brushstrokes
Soraga
4.00-6.00 pm - "Artists’ Tavern". Exhibition of Luigi
Pederiva’s works, a renowned local artist, native of
Fassa and disappeared in 2013.

Amazing walks

Passepartout

From Fontanazzo to Camerloi
and Campitello di Fassa

Val di Fassa Running Volvo
starts from Moena

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

Walk along path 577, leave Fontanazzo di Sotto
till you arrive at a forest road on the left. Where
the latter crosses the forest road coming from
Mazzin, ascend rightwards. Pass an aedicule,
enter a flatland and continue to ascend. You will
reach Dona Refuge: the path leads to a plain,
where path 580 arrives. Cross Camerloi
meadows, keep ascending and leave path 580,
then rightward to Pas de Ciarejoles. The path
descends to Val Duron, in the wide clearing of
Ciamp de Grévena. Pass through the alder wood
till the valley bottom (0,45h; 3.30 hrs), get into
the dirt road on the right that leads to Micheluzzi
Refuge (1.850 m; 0,45 h; 4,15 hrs), and then
descend to Campitello (0,45 h; 5 hrs).

The first starting-line of Val di Fassa Running
Volvo is hosted today at 9.30 in Moena. This is
only the initial 11,6 km leg of a many-day
running competition. In following days,
international champions and running-enthusiasts
will face the further race-stages (with a rest day
on 25 June), covering a total distance of 55 km,
along low and high altitude paths. Soraga,
Costalunga Pass, Campitello and Canazei are the
following starting location of the competition,
with a maxi final leg arriving at Col dei Rossi on
Friday 27 June. Not only runners, but also
Nordic walkers can participate to the Val di
Fassa Running Volvo: a special start at 9.00
o’clock will be exclusively reserved to them.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
Only at the end of the 18th century, pursuant to the persistence of illness and pestilence in the valley,
the first municipal doctor was nominated and given a permanent residence. Some documents prove
that Doctor Giacomo Soraperra was elected in 1804 as local doctor. Firstly, he made a petition to the
Judge of Vigo for suing the non-licensed healers that operated in the territory. Then he firmly wanted
the practice of vaccinations to be spread, above all against the common plagues that decimated the
population.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

23/06/2014 (5.00 pm)
Evening Yoga. Booking at Sport Check
Point (activity against payment).
Pozza di Fassa

23/06/2014 (5.00 pm)
Introduction to Geology, course for
adults at Monzoni Museum.
Vigo di Fassa
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